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Additive and “Bounded Ponctions -of Corves* 

In the present paper we apply the analysis of Vitali 

to functions of curves of limited variation* 

To determine the structure of functions of limited 

variation we associate with every finite function an additive 

function, called a discard. This discard measures, in a true 

manner, the quantity hy which the function ceases to be^con- 

* 
tinuous. 

,7e demonstrate that the property which characterizes 

a discard is that the discard coincide with its own discard. 

Je prove the theorem that every function of limited 

variation can "be decomposed into the sum of a function of 

point*values, a continuous function and a finite or infinite 

number of elementary discards each multiplied "by a constant. 

Finally use is made of the preceding results to find 

the structure of a function of limited variation hut having no 

point values. 

Preliminary notions. 

"hie fundamental rectangle hall he denoted by A • A 

segment of A is a rectangle coi tsineu in A with its ed^es 

parallel to those of A • 

* Gr. 3. Pvans, 'lice Institute ramphlct, vol. 7 (Oct., 1C20J' p.260. 

1 0. Vitali, /nalise della funzioni a variazione limitata, Pend. - 
fire. Haten. Palermo, t. JG7I(1922), p.383. 



Two segments of A are said to be distinct when 

they have no common internal points; they can, however, have 

portions of their boundiries common. 

A segment P, is contained in another segment P2 

when every point of P, belongs to P2 ; we do not exclude the 
i 

case vhere the boundaries are common. 

The ensemble of a finite or denumerable infinity of 

segments, two by two distinct, shall be called a plurisegment. 

The plurisegment composed of a finite number of serpents is 

said to be finite, otherwise infinite. 

A point internal to any segment of a plurisegment 

is said to be internal to the plurisegment. 

If in any segment of a plurisegment we insert a 

finite number of segments interior to it, such that their 

totality exactly occupies it, then the plurisegment composed 

of all the segments is called a derivative of P and shull be 

denoted by P'. 

If P, and P2 are two plurisegments, then P2 is said 

to be contained in P, if every segment of r2 is contained in 

some segment of P, . 

If P, and P2 are two plurisegments and every segment 

of r, is distinct from every segment of P,_ , then I, and P2 

are said to be distinct. 

The segments of the distinct plurisegments P; and P2 

form a new plurisegment, which is denoted by P4 Pt. Evi- 
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dently the measure of P( +■ Pa is equal to the sum of the 

measures of IJ and P2 . Je can entend this to a denumerably 

infinite number of plurisegnents• 

If two finite plurisegmcnts B, and Pz have common 

interior points, ' their logical sum shall he denoted by 

Pf 4- P*. • Clearly measure (P, 4* Tx ) és measure ^ + Measure P4 

The plurisegnent P, + P* is the cum of a derivjtive 

of Pt and of another plurisegnent formed of segments of P2 hut 

distinct from P# , similarly 2( + Pz is the sun of a deriv¬ 

ative of P2 and another plurisegment distinct from it* 

If P is a plurisegment, every plurisegnent composed 

of a finite number of segments of P is colled a minor of P. 

Definition. If 3, and J2 are two boundaries of segments in 

A exterior to each other except for a common portion and 

let Ij he the curve composed of Zt and with the omission 

of 3*; if for all such segments, the relation 

FXs.) t F(s>) * F(s<) 

is satisfied, then's* (s) is said to he an additive function < 

of curves. 

Theadditive function of curves is said to he of 

limited variation in A if it nay he written as the difference 

of two non-negative functions of the same nature, 

PCs) = P(s) ~ Mb) 

Y tU -vU*; • 
u;tJ ftU 3L-***~ -tU ^6^ 
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A V where P(a) and U(s) are hounded upon all pluriseaments in £\> 

7e shall, on this account, consider only positive, . 

additive, and hounded functions of curves in A , unless the 

contrary is implied or stated. 

The norm of F(s) on any segment of which s is the 

boundary in zi is P(â) on c, 

The norm of F(s) in a plurisegment P is the sum of 

the norms of F(s) in the various segments which together make 

up P. 

Theorem (A) . If I is not finite and the norm of F(s) in P is 

a number II (finite or infinite), then whatever he II *0 hut 

<E, there exists a minor of P in which the norm of F(s) > II. 

let 

r, , n2 , n3  
he the norms of J(s) in the segments 

^4  

of if is divergent, it is easy to see that a number 
Hk 

n exists for * hieh £*Av<>A7. 

if is convergent, there exists an n for which 
H 

//— < N— M . The minor of P formed of the segments 

**! »•*%,*>* ^ 

has, consequently, the desired property. 

2) 3ee * p. 261. 
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Definition. She discard of J?(S) in a plurisegment P is defined 

as the upper hound of all numbersfor which, when<r>0 

arbitrarily small is riven, we can find a plurisegment of 

measure and contained in P in which the norm of /(s)^ ***• 

By considering Theorem (A) we can define a discard as 

follows : 

The discard of ?(s) in P is the upper bound of all 

numbersa)è 0 for which, whenor>0 is given end arbitrarily 

small, a minor of a plurisegment of I say , can be found 

(of measure such that the norm of F(s) in P/ is 

The following theorem is immediate. 

Theorem- (B). The necessary and sufficient condition that F(s), 

defined in A , have a zero discard in id is that F(s) be/con¬ 

tinuous in A . 
Theorem (C). If F(s) is bounded in A and if P is any pluri- 

segment whatever contained in A , given any&>0 , it is 

possible to decompose P into two plurisegments, the first 

finite and the second such that the norm of F(s) £• in every 

pluriseg-ient contained in it. 

let 

A, 

be segments of J and 

'v, ^ v,  
the norms of F(c) jn these segments, Since Vi cannot exceed 



the upper hound of P(s) in A and since P(s) is hounded, then 

fie Vi is convergent and therefore given &>0 and arbitrarily 

small, an$ n exists such that 

£5 Vi <z • **# 
let us indicate hy P*, the plurisegment formed hy the 

segments 

and suppose that P* is any plurisegment whatever contained in 

P*, . P' is a rum of the plurisegments 

'D* V '  
tn*i l*i+x 

contjined respectively in 

The norm of f(s) in these plurisegments ^ respectively to 

^ VfHi V*4t> 

Therefore where 
7l+t 

A/%4! 

are the norma of "(s) in 

respectively. Hence the theorem follows. 

Theorem CD). The discard of PCs) is an additive function; i.e., 

SA Fto - S+Fto + S+Fto 
where 4/ and ^z are rectangles which together maire up A • 

Por every £>0 arbitrarily small, and foro-jX), 

arbitrarily small, it is always possible to find n plurisegment 
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p; of A, of measure ^ » in which, the norm of PCs) X 

and a plurisegnent PJL of 4 . of measure also 4 in which 

the norm of Ffo)> S^fPfs) - . In the pluriscgment P, + P*. 

which is of measure 4. <r, the norm of P(V > SA,P(^) + 

Consequently 

SA P(S) > 5Af(V + SAIF(S) 

for every t>0 and arbitrarily small, it is possible 

to finder^ 0, such that in every plurisegnent of A , of measure 

< <7- the norm of F(s)* S. and in every plurisegnent 

Pz of , of measure 4<r, the norm of £{s) ^ S^FtsJ* -§^« 

let us now consider a plurisegnent I of A and of 

measure 4a"t either a portion of the boundary of A,, is interior 

to a stgment of or is not. Lhere are two possible cases; 

either we add a denumerable infinity of new segments to P or 
9 

we do not. Excluding this former case temporarily, and calling 

the derivatives of’ P thus form in A, and , P/ and Pt* res¬ 

pectively, we have the norm of F(s) in 7?'^ P&) + % 

the norm of F(S)AÀ* SAXP(S)+ ^ , 

Therefore the norm of f(s) in P'-P/ •+• P^ is 

< SAtFXs) + SA^F(ij t C and, tl a fortiori, in P. 

Eence we conclude ..that 

Si Flv ■ SAP(s) t Si^F&J. 
let us now consider the remaining case. Prom 

theorem (3) we can decompose .1/ into two plurisegments, 

the first P* finite onu the second P,** such that the norm 

of P(c) ^ in every plurisogment contained in it. 17e evidently 
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have, 

norm of ?(s) in SA,P(*) + norm of F(s) in every 

plurisegment contained in 'Fj* ^ Ffa) f- ^7 • Similarly 

norm of F(s) in every pluriseçraent cont< ined 'n Pj. ^ SA%F\S)+ ^ 

How if P* = 2/ •+■ Pl the norm of F(s) in every 

plurisegment contained in P* is SA, Fk) + S&xP(s) -ft, and, 

a fortiori, in P. 

Consequently 

•S* F& - 4*»^and the theorem follows. 

Theorem (E) . The discard of ?(s) in any segment 4sof A is 

the norm of S^RQl.n A$ . 

This follows immediately from the definition of norm 

and tlie additive property of the discard. 

Theorem (I). The discard of j?(s)| i.e., SPfs) in any pluri- 

seçment contained in zijis the norm of 3F(s) in that 1 lurisegment* 

On account of theorem (E) it is only necessary to 

show that the 3F(s) of 3{s) in P is the sum ox 3F(s) in the 

segments w rich constitute P. 

let 

tJx u)%    ■ 

he the segments of P and 

s/ F(S) s% P0>>  

the discards of '(s) in these segments* 

iven &>ot o-^<?and arbitrarily small, ana construct the 

series 
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where 

£07*0- 

For every i it is possible to determine a plurisegnent 

Pt- of measure , in which the norm of Fto > $ - £<- . 

If P* is the sum of the plurisegments Pc- , the measure 

of P' <: a~, and the norm of F(sî in 'P*> S,- ~&i - S{ - & 

Consequently SFfs) in P ■5“ .2L/,- 

Suppose now • that CF(s) in P is a number «S > St- 

then we can write 

S'- 4 i * 
It is possible to divide the plurisegnent 1 into two 

pluriseo-ments P* and P11. P* being finite and P" having the 

proierty that in every plurisegnent contcincd in it the norm 

or H'(S) ^ ^ . 

Let 

CO, UJ^ u)^. 

be the segments of .1. It is possible to find <»■",> 0 such thjt, 

for every 1 chosen among the numbers 

1,2.,3,  n, 

the norm of F(s) in every plurisegnent contained in and of 

measure is St- /■ £—■ • 

How, by hypothesis, whatever be<r^O, and taking the 
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particular <r above, it is possible*^ to find i plurisecment 

P° contained in P and of measure less than this cr, in which 

the norm of rfsj > 4 + f 

The plurise^ :ent .7° can be decomposed into the sum 

of n + 1 plurise^ments 

p« p®_ _ _ _ . p° 

contained respectively in 

all of measure <•«*% In the first n the norm of f (s) is 

respectively less than 

+ ‘ ' S'* * > 

and in P" is less than Jy . therefore in P° the norm of 

?(s) is 

■£• 5, t 
<1 
2. 

but is Greater, by hypothesis, than 

+ r • 
consequently Offs) in P is $-t anu the theorem is proved. 

Obviously the discard of "(s) on any plurisejpnent 

is fr the total variation over that pluriseprient, which is 

merely the norm on that plurisejpient. 

Theorem ( r) . The ’unction Offs) is its own discard, î.e., 

is TSP(s). 

In fact let 3^ 3? » k and let the eiscard of 3P(s) 
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or ISF(s) in A "be k, . Variation of CPfs) on A is the norm 

of 3ir(s) on A * S4 F\s) = J&, *lso 

k, =■ Sj [6 PtsjJ £ X 

at 

t = k - k, 

There exists a <r > 0 such that in every pluriscgmont of A 

of measure a- f the norm of 3f(s) <■&,+ • 

Consider the eries 

cr; o"L ^   

>uch that 

g a-i < <r~ . 
4 

Por every t there èxists a pluricegment P,- contained 

in A of measure <°î in which the norm of j ( s) > k, +■ |r * 

The points • hich "belong to any one of Mie plurise'n.nts, 

P, Pt P3   

:orn a plurisegment of measure < cr in which S F(s) + £ t 

therefore in which the norm of JPfs) è kt since the norm 

of oP(s) ss 3F(s), contrary to hypothesis. 

Theorem (H). If g(s) and p (s) are two additive positive 

functions in A then if 

P(s) - g(s) +- ^(s) 

we have 

Take £>ct<r>ot arbitrarily small, there exists in A 

a finite plurisegment 2f of measure <|p, in which the norm 
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of g(s ) > St}U> - •ê- , and a finite plurisegment Pa , of 

measure 42p, in which, the norm of ÿ(s) > SA<f(0 — • 

In the logical sum of .? and Zx , denoted by P( +- Pj. , vhich 

contains a derivative of P, or of Pt (depending on whether we 

are considering g(s) or (s)), the norm g(s) is greater» 

a fortiori, than s4li> ~ and the norm of 

In ±hs P the norm of F(s) is the sum of the norms of 

g(s) and ^(s) in therefore 

norm of ?(s) in P > t S4 *f(V - 

P being of measure *.o"\ 

ffe conclude that 

5^ F(V * 5. 
.'.n the other hand, for every £«>0 it is possible to find o-?0 and 

such that in every plurisegment in A of measure <-cr the norm of 

» ond that of 5P&) c S4 f- ; therefore 

for every plurisegment of measure the norm of î(s) <- 

Sàÿ(v -t SA*p($j + o , consequently 

S à F(sj * SA + SA 

and the theorem is proved. 

Corollary. If G(s) and s) are as above and 

ïfs) » g(c) — 5P (s) 

isnon-decreasing, then 

SA FYsj * SA$(SJ~ SA</><*> 
"ince 

A, Pb>+ SA f(ij = SAj(V . 
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let F(s) te a positive, additive function of curves in 

A , then the total variation VF(s) is preiisely F(s) 

!7rite 

V F(sj * F(s) S F(s) 

Then hy theorem (n) we have 

SAFX» 5 VFtv + Stls m], 
But SifSFw]* SjFfo *7 theorem (g) 

Therefore SVF* 0, i.e., ^Ffs) is^continues us (see theorem 

(B)). Fence we con say th.it every positive additive hounded 

function of curves is the sum of J discard and an^ontinuons 

function of curves. 
7or i positive aduitive hounded function of curves 

in A without point values, the discard is t function without 

point values since, 

3F(s) sr F(s> - vWS). * 

Definition. let ?( s) he o discard in A , 9>ls) 

having no point values and^(J)=l. let the points of 

variability of constitute a set of measure zero. ->uch 

a discard shill he called on elementary discord in A . 

definition. If 3 is an interioV point of a segment 

for *hi<5h F(s) (positive additive, and hounded) » 0, theu,3 

is a point of invariability. Any point nyt a point of inv.riability 

is a point of variability. 
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^ j ! Theorem. The pointa of. ^variability of I?(c)/(constitute a 

peifect set G. 

If 2 is i point of variability, given any neighbor¬ 

hood arbitrarily small of 2, we can find a segneit in that 

neighborhood of -Jhich 2 is an interior point, and for -ihich 

F (s) 0. r,n since .Tfsj—io o-posi-fcive .function ■ of earvee- 

bo Or Also since Ffs) is a positive of curves it 

must be > 0 for any segment ’’hich has a point of variability 

as an interior point. 

let 2 be a limit point of G, and let s be ny segment 

of '.hich 2 is interior then some points of G occur also as 

interior points of s. Therefore ffs) ^ 0, and 2 ir c point 

of variability. There ii. i segment s' for 'hich 2 is an inter¬ 

ior point for .hich J(S) =7 > 0. If 2 is an isolated point of 

variability, s' may be taken small enough so that there are 

no other points of variability in s', There iu . rectangle 

s" contained in s' small enough fond with 2 ac an interior 

point) for hich Ffs") , How in the region <*> included 

between s' and s” there is no point of variability and we 

can cover this region .ith a finite number n of rectanglec^on 

each o C which 

from which Ffs) < ^ in . 

Lut by hypothesis ffc) in d , we are thus led to a contra¬ 

diction nnd ojnseçjuently G cannot be i point of varir bility. 

jf dI, U*r l/ixlét*- f f\y(iMtO otu fct&CA jo. t Î 
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Therefore G is perfect. 

Theorem (I). If yj(s»), - -- -- - — - - - 

is a seiies of elementary discords in A if ^ lct- is 

convergent series of positive terms, then £[• 4 converges 

uniformly and toward a function [j/{c) which is : discard and 

has no point values. 

If the kt- are merely finite in number the result is 

immediate from the additive property. 
» 

If the are infinite in number then 

5J |hi 5 4.- § <fi&) = £; A #(SJ 

for any r and eonse uently 

SA <p(i) > f). "4- flfo = (pbj 
t * 

But 

54 lj/(v * Vt 'fto = 

Therefore 

i.e., ^(o) is a discard without point values. 

Theorem (J). If ^(s) is a discard, without point values, 

in A , then J^(s) is e ual to a series» of the farrm 

with a finite or infinite number of terms, in which the </>ds) 

are elementary discards in and the Mi are positive constants 

for which n-A is convergent. 

Given £>0 and arbitrarily small hut < cr>o,< 
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then a finite plurisegment P, can "be found in A , of measure 

Ç , in which the norm of (fife) > " % . It is 
p> __ 

possible to find in P^ a finite plurisegment „v of measured Si, 

in which the norm of •'> 
§
u 

<p(A) , eto. 

The points common to all the pluriseguents form a 

set G of measure Zero. This set is closed since ^ ? Px * - - - 
2 are closed sets 

# 

Let us no., consider finite plurisegment P .«hich 

contains all the points of G in its interior. After a certain 

pojnt, say t, the plurisegnonts 

Rt'-t ». ^>3” 

are contained in P. If this were not true for every P*v*, 

then insert in Pt>^ the vertices of P internal to it. Je have 

a derivative of I4>lt which consists of 0 finite plurisegment 

contained in and of another P^. distinct from P* 

The plurisegments 
p1' px — 
*Kt 

r«u 

are each cant ined in^the preceding uid hone have points in 

common. 

These poi t. are noL intern.l to P and on that acc-unt 

do not belong to G, which is contrary to the definition of G. 

Then whatever be P there are plurisegments of 

2 de la Vallee Poussin, Intégrales de Lebes^ue, (1916) p. 11. 
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which fall in P. 

The discard of j/'fc) in I is therefore 

Consider nou a sequent Js which fIlsin 4 ; 

In all the finite plurisegnents .hieh contain G^ (the subset of 

S in ) the discard of ^ t/Ys.) ” &• 

The lower limit of such values OL the discard is cer¬ 

tainly £Gall this function f,(s). Then hy definition 

f, (s) 11, zero on all the segments contiguous to G js and G^ 

being of measure zero, it follows-that f,(s) is a discard. 

IiGt 

where f, (/l) sky > 0, then $(s) is all elementary discard. 

let <A(s) - <Ak> obviously having no point 

values and 4>M> since k, ^ <PtV - £ and #(■*)-■&, ■ 

If then 

and the theorem is proved. 

If then take C, < S,(v and <. but >0, 

then we can find an elemtary discard ^(s) and a constant ka_>0 

for -hich 

is a p^r~—r-r-wTiT^ discard/and where A) • If = 0 

then 
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. <pt(0 + (pjs) and tlie theorem is proved, 

If <//4>>o we continue the process and obtain 
<J/b) * 2. A $* (v 

whe re M'o. 

If for every rt (fijA) ? 0 then for every r 

then 
lim <A(A) ~ 0 

and therefore for every segment of boundary s 

lim $,($)- 0 
n-^#> 

But 
(fN (s) -- </i^- A #•&> 

and therefore, 

ÿL)-* £.<&<&(» »E »D • 

Definition. The derivative of F(c) at 2 is defined as 

JU, -^4 
Ml**)) 

where P(*o) is the function of curves for a circle o) and where 

cù is subjected td the condition that it be a member of a 

regular family of circles. T7e- define regular family as folio#.s: 

The •’uotient of the measure of to that of the 

smallest circle r of center 30 which contains <*> , does not 

tend to zero i^ith ra(u)), when <*> belongs to this family.® 

Theorem (K) • let ft(s) be a discard in A , with no point 

3. de la Vallee loussin, 3ours d'analyse, T. S (191£) p. 113 
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values, 

we have seen that 

£? A; jfi.fsj 
where ^-(s) are elementary discards in A and K4- are positive 

constants vith convergent. Then ^(s) has a zero 

derivative almost every here in A . 
If has a finite number of terms the theorem 

is immediate. 

If has an infinit number of terms, then 

write 

fib- 2,i A <pib 
It is possible, as we have shown, to find n >0 

for which . < £ for any s in A where 6^0 is arbitrary4 5 • 

Every «&( s) being of limited variation in A has a 

derivative almost every/in A ° , i.e*» a derivative 

upon a set of points of measure A The paints at which all 

yL(s) have derivatives and which do not belong to any 

of the sets 

(T, 
'/ » '*3- » 

form a setfof measure A . 

It is manifest that whatever n may be, the derivative 

of {jS (s) for any point of f-* coincides with the derivative 

4 see Theorem I. this piper. 

5 n. Lebesyie, sur 1 integration des fonctions discontinues, 

(annales de l'Ecole lormale) (1910) p 419. 
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Of i/Usj at that point. 

Me have to chow that in /"”the derivative o f Ip (i) is 

zero almost everywhere. If this were not so, it would he 

possible to find a S'> 0 such that the points of f~ where the 

derivative of form a ^orfoet’ set E of measure .> 0. 
rf - _ 

Gall this measure cr. Then S iss a 7 ; subset of E/of 
Omet. 04 /&L&A*. Awv 55" «4 . 

measure > (^ ot evéry point of u^hich and hence j4».(^ha3 a 

dérivât ive>F • 

The set E 4-**/perfect because being of measure >0, it 
CÙrucC 

is not denumerable.- A non-denumerable/set can be decomposed 

into a denumerable set and the set of all of its points of 
g 

condensation. This latter set is perfect. Hence the possibility 

of choosing E perfect is justified. 

Let be a point of E,. Because fa($)has a derivative 

>J" at Ze there exists o circular neighborhood of 2. , which 
Cv&edo/Ca 

contains Z« as an internal point, such that 

7K.C tO) " 

j where u) is defined as above ■ cfetttu it An 

for any circle to1 contained in côjjie have 

r- 
m( u'j à J 

from which it follows that for any circle cjntained in tO 

and containing f0as internal point the norm 4 ^ 

6 de la Vallée Poussin, Intégrales de lebesgue (191G) p.5. 
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Every circle as (i.e., all circles containing a 

point of E and contained in the uJ associated with ) form a 

set of circles £ which lias measure ^c*- , because contains £it. 

There exists then in ^ a finite or denumerable infinity of 

circles of £ without common points of measure ^ cr~ . 

Call this set of non-overlapping circles P and • 

OJ, cJt cJ3     - - —  

he the segments of P , then because the norm o?$»(s)on 

co ' 2 y (CJÎ) the norm of in P ^ S’^ 5"cr 

But for every £ > 0 there exists an n for Jhich <ft„(A)< & 
and because the norm of (/«. (Jjj* Pé \fr„ (&) we conclude that 

$0~ < t CrV (J~ < j=- 

But because £ is orbitrarily small it follows that cr must be 

aero, thus the theorem. 

Since the derivative of j/(i^is aero almost everywhere 

iit^d^it follows thot the derivative is aero independent of 

» the manner of defining it, i.e., independent of the choice of 
8 

the regular families serving to define it. 

^References given above refer to functions of point 

set measurable CB), but they are valid for additive functions 

of curves since the definition of the derivative is precisely 

the same for either case. 

7 de la Yallée Poussin, Cours dTAnalyse, T 2(1912) page 110. 

8 de la Vallee Eoussin, Intégrales de lebes^ue (1916) p.68-69. 



Let r(s) "be a positive additive, bounded function of curves, 

then from our previous theorems we may write 

F (s) s A(s) + 7Ws) 

'.There A(s) is j^ontiSuous function of curves and ^ (s) is 

a discard with point values* 

ITow we can write ^(c) as 

7l&- 
'here p (s) is a discard without point values and g(s) is 

a function of point valuesy later defined* 

From theorem (J) it follows that 

fp(s) = /j(sj + £?.• ^ <Pi& 

where and ^J(s) are as in theorem (J). 

The derivative of £F(C) — g(s)Jis almost everywhere 

e^ual to the derivative of A{s) since the derivative of 

is almost every ..here zero. Therefore 

A(sx - 7 
_T
ence A(s) is the superficial integral of the derivative 

of ?(. ) where F(s) has no point values, i*e., almost everywhere* 

The function of point values may be defined as follows: 

Let F(s) be/positive, additive, bounded function of 

curves and £ Pt-J the set of points at which F ( s ) if or-a ■ re ot angle ■ 

■wh»t»o ur.piiay right hnnil vorteac-io 0 accordingto the 

conditions for a regular family* 

9 de la Yallee loussin, Intégrales de lebec-ue (1916) p. 73* 
A± f^S), LXh**— «^dsdk FÏO CLAS*&*Jt* (r£ P(sj <xw* 

V UT&ATXA— Uff-**r* 

jtXu *{> 

ftt i/t £\ n‘m * /H I i T\ ■ 



£3 

There are only a denumerable infinity of P t- for which 

any of the ± (P ) are 0. 

define g(s) as 

interior to c, s being a segment of -A * 

Let Pfs) he a hounded, additive fonction of curves, 

defined in A then ?(s) can he written as 

F(s) * P(s) — U(s) 

There P(s) and IT(s) are positive, additive hounded functions 

of curves in A . 

-here A / fs) i continuous as a function of curves, jj^fs) 

is the function of point vrlues of Ffs). ]?{s) is l?(s) 

'iTiere the corresponding regions Af+ A^ « oponding regions A++ AU ~ etc., are 

Te then have 

without its point values and *Pti (s) are elementary discards 


